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As organizations are looking for Cloud based services, SaaS (Software as a Service)
is a popular choice of service model since it allows enterprises to migrate underlying 
infrastructure, middleware, app software, and app data to service provider’s purview. 
Service provider manages the hardware and software, and with the appropriate service 
agreement, will ensure the availability and the security of the app and your data as well. 
Saviynt provides one such secure and holistic SaaS-based IGA platform to manage and 
control access to an organization’s assets, application, or infrastructure — on-prem, 
hybrid, or multi-cloud and can be used to simplify identity lifecycle management with 
automated workflows and user-friendly tools.

However, migrating from legacy on-premises solution to modern cloud-based platform 
can be daunting and time-consuming task. Saviynt Automated Migration Tool is 
intended to alleviate these migration pain points and accelerate Application
onboarding & Data migration to Saviynt.

Customers will be able to use this migration tool and expedite Application & Data 
migration from any legacy IGA tool to cloud based Saviynt platform. This is a custom 
developed tool using open-source libraries, without requiring any additional licensed 
software.

One of our customers is using this tool to migrate from RSA (Aveska) solution to
Saviynt as part of their IAM modernization journey.
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solution



About Saviynt

Saviynt is the leading identity governance platform built for the cloud. It helps enterprise customers 
accelerate modern cloud initiatives and solve the toughest security and compliance challenges in 
record time. The Saviynt Enterprise Identity Cloud converges IGA, granular application access, cloud 
security, and privileged access into the industry’s only enterprise-grade SaaS solution.

Next Steps

View the extensive library of integrations at 
https://saviynt.com/integrations to see 
detailed information and implementation 
guides designed to help you get the most 
from the Enterprise Identity Cloud.
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The Saviynt Automated-Migration tool is designed in such a way that it can take objects 
from any source IGA tool and migrate those to the Saviynt platform. Customers will also 
have an opportunity to review objects and their attributes before migrating them to 
Saviynt.

This solution is a Java/maven-based tool, which is delivered as a package along with 
operating guide and instructions.

Solution Benefit #1

• Migration from a legacy on-premises 
solution to cloud-based platform can be 
a challenging and time-consuming task. 
Customers can use the Saviynt 
automated migration tool to quickly 
migrate applications and data to Saviynt 
solution and sunset legacy platform to 
reduce capex.

Solution Benefit #2

• This solution is developed using 
Java/maven and other open 
source/licensed free libraries; hence 
deployment of this solution doesn’t 
require any additional cost.

Solution Benefit #3

• Saviynt automated migration tool is 
architected and designed in such a way 
that it can be used to migrate objects 
from any legacy IDM tool. All objects are 
converted to a generic JSON layer 
before those are transformed and 
created into Saviynt objects.


